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xABSTRACT
Koka, Keerthika M.S., Purdue University, May 2017. Feature Selection through Vi-
sualisation for the Classification of Online Reviews. Major Professor: Shiaofen
Fang.
Opinion spamming is a reality, and it can have unpleasant consequences in the
retail industry. As consumers and sellers take to on-line commerce increasingly, opin-
ion spamming can pose some serious threats to the industry. While there are, several
promising research works done on identifying the fake on-line reviews from genuine
on-line reviews that typically involve and integrate approaches in the fields of data
mining, machine learning, psychology, computational linguistics, natural language
analysis; there have been surprisingly few in visual analytics. In this work, we study
the possibility to analyze the reviews and classify them into fake and genuine reviews
through visualization.
The purpose of this work is to prove that the visualization is at least as powerful
as the best automatic feature selection algorithms. This is achieved by applying
our visualization technique to the online review classification into fake and genuine
reviews. The radial chart is one of the traditional representations of high dimensional
data. In this work, radial chart and the color overlaps are used to explore the best
feature selection through visualization for classification. Every review is treated as a
radial translucent red or blue membrane with its dimensions determining the shape
of the membrane. This work also shows how the dimension ordering and combination
is relevant in the feature selection process. In brief, the whole idea is about giving
a structure to each text review based on certain attributes, comparing how different
or how similar the structure of the different or same categories are and highlighting
the key features that contribute to the classification the most. Colors and saturations
xi
aid in the feature selection process. Our visualization technique helps the user get
insights into the high dimensional data by providing means to eliminate the worst
features right away, pick some best features without statistical aids, understand the
behavior of the dimensions in different combinations.
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of fake and genuine on-line reviews
On-line reviews are a reality and an effective means for consumers to share their
opinions or reviews about a product, brand, hotel, etc. With the advancement of the
Internet, social networks, on-line retailers the users can openly share their views about
various aspects with ease. On-line reviews have a significant impact in influencing
the customers from buying or investing in a product. Sharing of opinions are helpful
to both users and vendors. Before investing in a product, a customer would want to
know the feedback from other users, and by giving a positive feedback or improvement
advise the vendors can reach out to their customers for a better customer satisfaction.
However, today the on-line reviews are manipulated for either promoting or demoting
a product or a company. It turns out that deception in the on-line reviews has become
a part of the on-line retail industry [1].
According to a research organization mintel.com, the 57 percent of the surveyed
consumers are suspicious of products or brands having positive reviews, and 49 per-
cent believe companies probably pay for positive reviews. The fact that the articles on
spotting fake on-line reviews are frequently found on notable news sites, such as con-
sumerist.com, nbcnews.com, wikihow.com, thenextweb.com, cbcnews.com to mention
a few, makes it more essential to delve deep into this topic.
To gauge the severity and reality of this issue [2] market place conducted research.
As part of which, they created a fake mobile fast food truck and created an account
in the Yelp. They could successfully get some positive reviews posted on the Yelp site
by some best-paid reviewers. They could also get their company ratings go up. They
were successful in showing that the Yelp review filters could only filter the reviews
based on the user accounts and IP address features. Implying that it is easy for the
2companies to get their fake reviews posted on the sights passing through the filters
by managing different accounts and maintaining IP addresses.
A one-star increase in the Yelp ratings leads to a 5-9 percent increase in the
revenue of the respective target according to [3]. Their study also highlights several
facts such as the on-line reviews are found to be prevalent in independent restaurants
than the ones with chain affiliations. They show that the on-line consumer reviews
substitute for more traditional forms of reputation. Customers depend upon the on-
line reviews in their decision but are found to be responsive to the quality changes
that are more visible than using all the information. Their study also reveals that
consumers’ response to the ratings are stronger when the reviews are informative.
This study also highlights that the average rating of a restaurant is affected by the
number of reviews but not the number of reviewers.
According to [4] the impact of on-line reviews is beyond local community unlike
traditional word of mouth literature limited to social network, since the scope of
Internet is vast. [5] examined the effect of consumer reviews on relative sales of books
on Amazon and Barnes & Noble websites, who found that an improvement in a
book’s average review score could lead to an increase in comparable sales, and the
1-star reviews impacted greater than that of the 5-star reviews. Godes and Mayzlin
(2003) examined that the dispersion, i.e., the extent to which conversations happened
across a range of communities had the impact on the dynamic model of sales.
[6] built tool to calibrate movie revenue to forecast model based on a variation
of Bass model using word-of-mouth and the traditional information sources such as
Infomediary, oﬄine word-of-mouth, and advertising. However, the results are mixed.
Some research supports the view that on-line user reviews have an impact on sales
while other research challenges such a view.
31.2 Text feature selection through visualization
Feature selection is one of the important steps in the data analysis. Feature selec-
tion also called as variable selection or attribute selection is the process of selecting
the attributes from the data that are most relevant to the predictive modeling. From
the past research work also presented in the previous research section, it is evident
that visualization can be beneficial in the feature selection process to get better in-
sights into the data. This research is an attempt to explore the feature selection
process through data or text visualization. This work presents different experiments
conducted and various observations. Overall there are two approaches conducted, and
from the observations, it is evident that feature selection process through visualization
can be at least as powerful as the best automatic feature selection algorithms.
1.3 Overview of visualization technique
The basic concept is to have a visual structure for each text review, based on each
reviews dimensions. For this D3.js radial chart is used to represent each review as a
data point with the LIWC calculated dimensions being the structure deciding points
in the radial chart. The fake reviews and the genuine reviews are differentiated by the
red and blue colored translucent membranes. Visualization presented in this work uses
color blending and color saturations to help in presenting the dimension variations
between the two categories. The more mixed the colors for a dimension appears, the
less it contributes to the classification process theoretically. Our experiments also
signify the importance of dimension order and combination.
1.4 Thesis organization
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the relevance of fake on-line reviews, text feature
selection, and our visualization technique. Chapter 2 is about the previous works
in the field of visual feature selection, text visual analytics, multi-dimensional data
4visualization and on-line fake and genuine reviews classification. Chapter 3 is the
theoretical explanation of the experiments, techniques, and approaches. Chapter 4 is
an explanation of the approaches. Chapter 5 briefs about the experiments, results,
and analysis. Chapter 6 is the conclusion.
52. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
This work is a collaboration of years of research in various fields like text analy-
sis, classification through mining algorithms, visual analytics, opinion spam. Hence
this section is classified into visual feature selection, text visual analytics, multi-
dimensional data visualization, on-line fake and genuine review classification.
2.1 Visual feature selection
[7] uses visual feature analysis for criminal detection in digital forensics. They
show that the use of visual analytics in the process of forensic investigations not only
reduce the analysis time but also help pick on the slight changes of the features and
their relations, thereby knowing the active features. They use a graph-based feature
analysis model (GFAM) that uses self-organizing map. The visualization technique
uses items on the x-axis and features on the Y axis.
In [8] an interactive visual system for subspace based analysis for HD data as
informative structures in the data can be found and compared in different subspaces
of a larger HD input space. This approach could effectively identify various impressive
views and find the similarities of groups in data. They make use of scatter plot and
parallel coordinates in their interactive visual system.
[9] proposed a visual analytics approach to analyzing related topics in a different
textual corpus, using the graphs, the radial chart as fundamental visualization build-
ing unit. They manage to develop a level-of-detail visualization that balances both
readability and stability.
How visualization in combination within the automated analysis by cohort con-
struction, feature selection, model construction, result evaluation and tuning can help
6in the overall analysis is shown in [10] and also dealing with spatiotemporal, multi-
variate visualization, pixel-based techniques, icon-based geometric projections.
2.2 Text visual analytics
[11] presented a visual analytics system Topic Stream for exploration and analysis
of topic hierarchy in the input text streams. Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) model
to incrementally extract a new tree cut from the incoming topic tree. To present the
hierarchical clusters and alignments visually over time a time-based visualization is
developed. Main contributions are a streaming cut algorithm, a sedimentation based
metaphor, a visual analytics system to integrate evolutionary hierarchical clustering.
Theme rivers and stacks are used as the basic visualization technique.
[12] presents a visual analysis of Twitter time-series using pixel based calendar
visualization technique, pixel based geo map, tag cloud and radial visualizations for
sentiment representation which are applied to movie tweets, and web survey data
finding interesting patterns in the customer feedback.
[13] uses theme rivers or stacked graphs to show the evolution of streaming
messages from a micro-blog and also Google Maps API to show the location of the
messages for situation awareness and exploration tasks which assure to handle the
multiple aspects of text streams. Historical theme river helps in the historical analysis
to show the evolution of text streams, while the current theme river provides real-time
situation awareness.
[14] presents a visual opinion analysis for opinions in threaded discussions through
integrated and interactive visualizations, which assures the ability to analyze over
time aggregated opinions visually. Radial visualizations are used for this purpose.
The visual interface has three views, 2 are radial views and one being a bar chart
view. The first radial view shows the topics; the second one presents the popular
keywords on that topic, third is a time view to present the post temporal distribution
of the focusing thread.
7[15] visualizes the dialogue between human and robot. Comments are classified
into categories based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Topics of comments are
visualized, and the color is used to represent the emotion to the comments. Comments
are presented as nodes and the relationship between the comments by edges. It is an
interactive approach by allowing users to assign colors to the node according to the
emotion.
2.3 Multi-dimensional data visualization
Multi-dimensional data visualization is the representation of data with a high
number of dimensions, visually that not only help the user make sense of the data
effectively in a shorter period, but also enable interactive analysis to gain insights
or knowledge. Difficulty in comprehending more than three dimensions and com-
plex computation has made the visualization of high-dimensional data difficult for
researchers according to [16]. 2d and 3d projections of the high-dimensional data
have been the common way of representing high dimensional data visually as our
human minds are effective in understanding these. This paper presents a framework
named rank-by-feature framework for feature detection. They use Histogram Order-
ing for 1D projections and scatterplot ordering for 2D projections. The concept is to
enable the users to find interesting histograms, scatterplots to visualize separately,
which are associated interactively with other visualization views such as dendrogram,
color mosaic view, tabular view, lateral coordinated view, making it possible to com-
prehend data from different perspectives. This helps in addressing the problems like
identifying extreme values of criteria such as correlation coefficients or uniformity
measures.
According to [17] the scope of visual analytics is an intersection of fields like infor-
mation analysis, geospatial analysis, scientific analysis, statistical analysis, knowledge
discovery, data management knowledge representation, presentation, production and
dissemination, cognitive, perceptual science and interaction. Human factors play an
8important role in interaction, cognition, perception, collaboration, presentation, and
dissemination. The visualization of raw data does not make sense; hence it is impor-
tant to do some analysis of what needs to be presented visually. ”It is a goal-oriented
process to gain insight into heterogeneous, contradictory and incomplete data through
the combination of automatic analysis methods with human background knowledge
and intuition.”
[18] discusses about the visualization of multidimensional marine space data
(MSD). It is one of the complex data that is hard for visualization, its principle
is to pre-process the data with the most suitable preprocessing method affected by
the dimensions and data type, and all the data is visualized on same projection coding
system and coordinate system. They use the 3d modeling and 3d visualizations for
MSD.
[19] presents multidimensional visualization (MDV) technique which is an im-
proved form of parallel coordinates. They strive for a technique that aims for ”seeing
your data in a single picture.” This visualization interface WinViz aims for display
of multi-dimensional data and visual formulation of an interactive query. The query
capabilities are compared to that of SQL.
[20] presents a visualization tool named TimeSpan which helps in exploring and
analysis of temporal, multi-dimensional and multi-typed data for stroke patients, to
improve the quality of care. The combination of stacked bar graph and heterogeneous
embedded data attributes is used in a unified view. From this work, it is understood
that not to use complex structures for visualization unless demanded.
2.4 Online fake and genuine reviews classification
[21] developed and compared three approaches to detect deceptive opinion spam
and ultimately develop a classifier that is nearly 90 percent accurate on the gold stan-
dard. The data we use in this research work is from this research work as a standard
9gold data for fake and genuine reviews is produced. They make several observations
revealing a relationship between deceptive opinions and imaginative writing.
[22] explore on the extent of to which the readability, genre and writing style
could predict review authenticity by conducting linguistic analysis concluding that
these factors are indeed very important predictors of review authenticity.
[23] focuses on the detection of deceptive opinion spam. N-gram techniques
extended using feature selection and different representation of opinions, modeled as
the classification problem and Naive Bayes (NB) classifier and Least Squares Support
Vector Machine (LS-SVM) are used. Different representations such as Boolean, bag-
of-words, term frequency-inverse document frequency of the opinions are shown. The
experiments are carried widely on the standard gold data.
[24] also work experiments in the detection of fake reviews, through some selected
features. Six-time sensitive features are proposed to highlight the fake reviews as
early as possible. These works happen to have promising results in identifying the
fake reviews with high precision and recall.
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3. VISUAL REPRESENTATION AND FEATURE
SELECTION FOR TEXT REVIEWS
3.1 Representation of text reviews as high dimensional data set
3.1.1 Source and form of the reviews
Though publicly available on-line reviews are ubiquitous, there is no way to under-
stand what are genuine and fake reviews. The filtered-out reviews by Yelp, Google or
Amazon, could have been an alternative. However, as discussed in the previous work
section, it is evident that they are not reliable. Luckily [21], in their research work
on opinion spam analysis contributed a gold standard dataset of fake and genuine
reviews. They have created a 20 truthful and 20 deceptive opinions for each of 20
chosen hotels with a total of 800 opinions. 5-star truthful reviews are mined from the
20 most popular hotels on TripAdisor, following the work of Yoo and Gretzel(2009)
for comparing the truthful and deceptive positive reviews. AMT is used to collect
the deceptive opinions.
Data characteristics consist of 3130 non-5-star reviews, 41 non-English reviews,
75 reviews with fewer than 150 characters (according to the paper deceptive are at
least 150 characters long) 1607 reviews from first-time authors balanced truthful and
deceptive reviews by selecting 800 each. The number of truthful and deceptive reviews
are balanced, which are of similar length using log-normal distribution as suggested
in the work of Serrano et al. (2009). There is a total of 800 negative polarities and
800 positive polarity reviews, completing 1600 reviews.
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3.1.2 Data preprocessing
Text reviews are converted to a data point with n dimensions. In this work, the
number of dimensions ranges from 100 to 200. Since each review needs to be in
the form of a data point with attributes, we made use of Linguistic Inquiry Word
Count (LIWC) tool for sentiment analysis purpose. LIWC2015 is a gold standard
in automated text analysis, that has been developed based on years of scientific
research. LIWC reads in text and outputs the frequency percentage for linguistic
categories predefined in its dictionary as well as word count. The data that is fed into
the visualization consists of a record for every review with over 93 to 200 attributes
each that we get as an output from the LIWC. Below are two sample reviews one
Deceptive and other Truthful.
Deceptive review We stayed at the Chicago Hilton for four days and three nights
for a conference. I have to say; normally I am very easy going about amenities,
cleanliness, and the like...however our experience at the Hilton was so awful I am
taking the time to write this review. Truly, DO NOT stay at this hotel. When we
arrived in our room, it was clear that the carpet hadn’t been vacuumed. I figured,
”okay, it’s just the carpet.” Until I saw the bathroom! Although the bathroom had all
the superficial indicators of housekeeping having recently cleaned (i.e., a paper band
across the toilet, paper caps on the drinking glasses, etc., it was clear that no ACTUAL
cleaning took place. There was a spot (probably urine!) on the toilet seat and, I kid
you not, the remnants of a lip-smudge on the glass. I know people who have worked
many years in the hotel industry, and they always warned that lazy housekeeping would
make things ”appear” clean, but in fact, they make no effort to keep things sanitary.
Well, the Hilton was proof. I called downstairs and complained, and they sent up
a chambermaid hours later. Frankly, I found the room disgusting. The hotel itself,
outside the rooms, was cavernous and unwelcoming, with an awful echo in the lobby
area that created a migraine-inducing din. Rarely have I been so eager to leave a place
like this. When I got home, I washed all my clothes whether I had worn them or not;
12
such was the skeeziness of our accommodations. Please, do yourself a favor and stay
at a CLEAN hotel.
Truthful Review My $200 Gucci sunglasses were stolen out of my bag on the
16th. I filed a report with the hotel security and am anxious to hear back from them.
This was such a disappointment, as we liked the hotel and were having a great time
in Chicago. Our room was nice, with two bathrooms. We had two double beds and
a comfortable hideaway bed. We had a great view of the lake and park. The hotel
charged us $25 to check in early (10 am).
The table 3.1 and 3.2 are a sample output from the LIWC for the above mentioned
deceptive and truthful from section 3.1.2. This is output with 93 attributes, which
are the keywords provided by the LIWC2015 dictionary and their relative frequencies
in the entire text of each review.
The LIWC2015 program reads the text and outputs the percentage of words re-
flecting different emotions, thinking styles, social concerns, and even parts of speech.
LIWC was developed by researchers from social, clinical, health and cognitive psy-
chology. The categories aim to capture people’s social and psychological states.
It has a text analysis module and dictionary. It is a Java based application. The
dictionary is a predefined list of words categorized into psychologically relevant ways.
The dictionary can also be user defined. Typically, the text processing module com-
pares each word in the input text and compares against the inbuilt dictionary words
or user-defined dictionary, mapping the words to relevant psychologically-relevant
categories. Eventually, it calculates the percentage of total words that are mapped.
The text analysis module identifies and categorizes words based on the dictionary.
In this work, LIWC2015 version is used which has a dictionary composed of 6,400
words and stems and selected emoticons. For every dictionary word, there is a cor-
responding category such as sadness, negative emotion, verb, past focus, etc. The
words that go into the dictionary are a result of intense research work, determining
the core of each word category. This involved the use of large data sets to test how
13
every word of the dictionary is related to others in the same category in a statistically
valid way.
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Table 3.1.
LIWC Output for the reviews
# Attribute Deceptive Truthful # Attribute Deceptive Truthful
1 WC 273 85 47 differ 3.3 1.18
2 Analytic 64.27 87.04 48 percept 2.2 2.35
3 Clout 45.62 82.67 49 see 1.47 1.18
4 Authentic 68.01 12.57 50 hear 0.37 1.18
5 Tone 32.04 95.55 51 feel 0 0
6 WPS 16.06 12.14 52 bio 2.2 0
7 Sixltr 15.75 11.76 53 body 1.1 0
8 Dic 87.91 80 54 health 0.73 0
9 function 54.95 55.29 55 sexual 0 0
10 pronoun 14.29 11.76 56 ingest 0.37 0
11 ppron 9.16 10.59 57 drives 5.86 9.41
12 i 5.13 3.53 58 affiliation 1.83 5.88
13 we 1.83 5.88 59 achieve 1.47 0
14 you 0.73 0 60 power 0.73 0
15 shehe 0 0 61 reward 1.47 2.35
16 they 1.47 1.18 62 risk 0.37 1.18
17 ipron 5.13 1.18 63 focuspast 9.16 7.06
18 article 11.36 11.76 64 focuspresent 6.59 3.53
19 prep 10.26 14.12 65 focusfuture 0.73 0
20 auxverb 8.06 9.41 66 relativ 14.65 9.41
21 adverb 5.49 3.53 67 motion 2.56 0
22 conj 6.96 5.88 68 space 8.79 7.06
23 negate 2.2 0 69 time 4.4 3.53
24 verb 17.58 11.76 70 work 2.93 1.18
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Table 3.2.
LIWC Output for the reviews
# Attribute Deceptive Truthful # Attribute Deceptive Truthful
25 adj 4.4 8.24 71 leisure 2.93 4.71
26 compare 1.47 1.18 72 home 3.3 4.71
27 interrog 1.47 0 73 money 0 0
28 number 0.73 5.88 74 relig 0 0
29 quant 1.1 1.18 75 death 0 0
30 affect 5.49 9.41 76 informal 0.73 0
31 posemo 2.93 7.06 77 swear 0 0
32 negemo 2.56 2.35 78 netspeak 0 0
33 anx 0 1.18 79 assent 0.37 0
34 anger 0 0 80 nonflu 0.37 0
35 sad 0 1.18 81 filler 0 0
36 social 6.96 8.24 82 AllPunc 20.51 15.29
37 family 0 0 83 Period 7.69 8.24
38 friend 0 0 84 Comma 8.06 2.35
39 female 0 0 85 Colon 0 0
40 male 0 0 86 SemiC 0 0
41 cogproc 9.89 1.18 87 QMark 0 0
42 insight 1.1 0 88 Exclam 0.73 0
43 cause 1.47 0 89 Dash 0.73 0
44 discrep 0.37 0 90 Quote 1.47 0
45 tentat 1.1 0 91 Apostro 0.73 0
46 certain 3.3 0 92 Parenth 1.1 2.35
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The tables above list the categorical dimensions of the default LIWC. LIWC in its
default dictionary has around 93 categories where each category has several English
language words. The words in the dictionary can be overlapped in distinct categories.
For example, the word I can fall under personal as well as I category. All the
variables except WC (Word Count) and WPS (Words per sentence) indicate the
percentage of total words. For instance, the sample insights gained from the above
table are that how deceptive review has significantly higher use of informal words
while it is almost 0 in the truthful. Or the percentage usage of the comma in the
deceptive review is fairly higher than that used in the truthful, etc.
Note: A text of 10,000 words is claimed to yield far more reliable results than the
one with 100.
The text reviews are hence transformed into data set of 1600 rows and 93 columns,
where each category of LIWC output is considered a dimension.
Fig. 3.1. Total reviews classification
All the attribute values are normalized to range between 0 to 1 about the columns
max and min value (value - min/max - min ). All the values are scaled equally for
plotting on radial chart axis.
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3.1.3 Why use LIWC
LIWC is a transitional text analysis, shifting from traditional language analysis
program to a new era of language analysis, which could be able to analyze more
complex language structures. The first version of it is developed as part of exploratory
language study Francis, 1993; Pennebaker,1993 as part of an exploratory study of
language. The updated version with the updated dictionary and more modern design
[25]. The most recent versions LIWC2007 and LIWC2015 have significantly altered
both the dictionary and design. LIWC works by analyzing the frequencies of the
select categorical words, while there are others which work on n-grams, groups of two
or more words together. Language style information is one of the best-proven ways
to understand a person’s state of mind just as in LIWC. LIWC efficiently summarizes
the dimensions that reflect emotional state, social relationships, thinking styles and
individual differences as quoted in [26] and hence rightly captures the function and
emotion words. From the fact that it is cited and used by 2379 research papers in their
respective studies and research experiments, and from above-mentioned functionality,
LIWC is chosen for the text analysis and conversion of text reviews to n-dimensional
data.
3.2 Radial chart visualization
3.2.1 What is radial chart and significance in this work
Radial visualization is a practice of displaying data in a circular or elliptical pat-
tern according to [27]. Radial visualizations are first coined in the paper Hoffman
et al. in the 1990s.Though, there are many techniques evolved today the underlying
concepts are firmly rooted in the statistical graphics literature of 19th century. Some
common radial visualization techniques are the pie chart, star plots, socio-grams,
polar-plot, and ring based.
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In this work, we use a simple radial graph to plot each of 1600 reviews and their
attributes. Radial Chart also knew as web chart, spider chart, star-plot, cobweb chart,
irregular polygon or polar chart is a graphical method of displaying multivariate data
in a two-dimensional chart of three or more quantitative variables represented on axes
starting from the same point, as defined. It is plotted on a polar coordinate system,
rather than on a Cartesian one.
Radar charts can represent multivariate data without obscuring the details of the
variables such as highest, lowest scoring variables, similar ranging variables, and out-
liers among each variable. Since our data is also multi-variable and is to be analyzed
efficiently, radar chart has been on top of the list for the visualization technique.
Each variable is provided its axis and scaled and distanced equally. The plotting
for the values are made on each respective axis with the help of the grid lines that
connect the axes, as shown in figure 3.2, and by connecting all the points on the chart,
we get a polygon. Though radar charts are inherent with some drawbacks, they are
still chosen as the basic visualization technique in this work due to the enhancements
proposed in this work.
3.2.2 Radial visualization of our data with D3.js
The idea is to plot 1600 polygons for each of the review data records on to the D3.js
based radial chart. The drawbacks of radar chart are: having too many polygons
makes it difficult to make sense of the polygons, and too many variables make it
difficult to perceive the analysis. Since there is a limit to the perception of a human
eye, after a fair number of trials it is decided to present at most 30 attributes of each
record at a time on the radial chart screen. Still, these many polygons seem not to
make any sense. Hence, our proposed approach makes use of 2 categorical colors and
color saturation to overcome this drawback.
The radial chart takes the dimensions of each data point in our case each review
and its dimensions and plots the normalized values on the polar coordinate plane,
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Fig. 3.2. Radar chart anatomy Credits datavizcatalogue.com
thereby giving a structure to each review. Every fake review is assigned a red color
while every genuine review a blue color or vice versa. Hence for every review, a radial
plot with the 30 attributes spreads itself like a red or blue translucent membrane.
Fig 3.3 is a sample figure to explain the radial membranes colored membranes
representing the fake and genuine reviews plotted. The figures are to show the differ-
ences of red over the blue membrane and blue over a red membrane. The overlapped
area represents the impure colors and hence not an interesting region to concentrate
on. However, the pure regions like netspeak, Qmark, swear are the dimensions that
show a large pure colored region which might prove to be interesting features.
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(a) Red for Genuine (b) Blue for Genuine
Fig. 3.3. Radial blue red membranes representing fake and genuine reviews
3.3 Color Overlap for purity or impurity of the dimensions
D3.js natural color overlap behavior (Saturation)
Fig. 3.4. Color blending palette
In figure 3.4 from top to bottom, the colored circles are blue, blue, red, blue, red,
red, blue, red respectively with each column varying in opacity ranging between 0
and 1. These overlapping circles are to demonstrate how the colors change naturally
in D3.js for different saturation values.
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Reason to choose Blue and Red as our two colors are completely empirical. After
several rounds of trials for various color combinations in D3.js, blue and red color
combination seemed to differentiate the categories better. This area can sure be
explored further, as the probability of success is bound to improve with the correct
color combinations.
As shown in figure 3.4 the saturation is the lightness or brightness of the color.
D3.js styling saturation can have values ranging between 0 and 1. In this research,
a saturation value of 0.01 is chosen for each color membrane. Since 0.01 * 100 = 1,
technically, an overlap of over 100 figures can reach a saturation point. The higher
range of saturation values for the values can impact positively on the success rates of
our feature selection process.
3.3.1 How to pick the best or worst dimensions based on colors
Case1: The more the red membranes overlap, the purer red manifests, or similarly,
the more the blue membranes overlap, the purer blue manifests. If our perception can
pick more red hues or blue hues for an attribute, it could be marked as an important
attribute. In other words, the purer the colors are, the more significant the attribute
is.
Fig 3.5 shows different iterations for the same set of dimensions. The highlighted
netspeak dimension particularly shows pure red in both the iterations. It is scored
higher in the feature selection process.
Case2: In another case, there is a clear blue, red patterns for an attribute. For
example, more blue hues in a lower part of the attribute axis and clear red hues in
the upper part of the attribute axis can be a good pattern and so that attribute can
be considered to score high in feature selection process.
In figure 3.6, the attribute OtherP manifests more of red hues in the bottom layer
and more of blue in the top in both the iterations. Irrespective of this behavior being
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(a) First Iteration
(b) Second Iteration
Fig. 3.5. Demonstration of pure color dimension
consistent in other iterations, this pattern can be considered a scoring factor for that
particular iteration.
Fig 3.7 demonstrates the case where a dimension manifests a clear divide of the
colors. The dimension power manifests more of red color in the first iteration while
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(a) First Iteration
(b) Second Iteration
Fig. 3.6. Demonstration1 of clear color divide pattern
it manifests a clear divide in the second. It can be deduced that this attribute can
be a potential feature for classification purpose.
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(a) First Iteration
(b) Second Iteration
Fig. 3.7. Demonstration2 of clear color divide pattern
Case3: Some have very light colors, hard to perceive or classify into one color
are often values that have many zero values in the data. These attributes could be
eliminated straight away.
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(a) First Iteration
(b) Second Iteration
Fig. 3.8. Demonstration of obviously worthless attributes
In figure 3.7 the selected attributes in both the iterations exhibited similar charac-
teristics of having no color at all, except for the above attribute. Though this attribute
gets a negative score in one iteration, it does not receive one in the next. Similar ob-
servations are made in simultaneous iterations and the scoring either decreases or
increases the worth of a particular attribute.
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Color Combinations
Fig. 3.9. Sample color blending palette
Figure 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 are a demonstration of sample trials of assorted color
combinations.
Fig. 3.10. Green + Blue = Cyan
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Fig. 3.11. Red + Blue = Magenta
Fig. 3.12. Magenta + Cyan = Blue
3.4 Dimensions ordering and grouping
3.4.1 Significance of dimensions’ order in the radial chart
After connecting the variable values on the radial chart, the output is a polygon.
This implies that the shape of the resultant polygon is bound to change the positions
of the attributes axis change. This inherent characteristic of the radial chart makes the
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Fig. 3.13. Red + Green = Yellow
dimension or attribute ordering significant in this work and can be demonstrated by
the following example. In the fig 3.14, the dimension or attribute focupast manifests
blue color in one order while it manifests more of red in the second. This is because the
radial polygon membranes differ in shape at various positions of the dimensions axes.
Hence the number of dimension orderings can result in more accurate observations.
3.4.2 Significance of dimensions’ grouping
Dimension selection is about picking different combinations of dimensions to project
at once on the radial chart. As mentioned in the previous section, the behavior of an
attribute is bound to exhibit varying behaviors in the presence or absence of differ-
ent dimensions. Hence it is very crucial to take observations of behavior in different
combinations sets.
In the figure 3.15, the two figures demonstrate the behavior of the attribute family
in different combinations of dimensions. As obvious from the first figure, it shows the
family seems not to exhibit any color at all. However, in the second figure, the same
dimension seems to have the blue color. Hence it is important to have as many sets
of different combinations of dimensions as possible for experimenting.
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(a) First Iteration
(b) Second Iteration
Fig. 3.14. Demonstration of dimension order significance
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(a) First Set
(b) Second Set
Fig. 3.15. Demonstration of dimension combination significance
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3.5 Process of feature selection
3.5.1 Shuﬄe and pick for dimensions’ grouping
Since our data consists of 1600 reviews, there are 1600 polygons on each radial
chart with at most 30 variables or axis. To pick different combinations of these
dimensions, for every experiment, the dimensions are divided by 30 to get n number
of sets. The dimensions are selected from the whole set randomly to fill in these n sets.
To ensure that each set consists of different combinations of dimensions this process
is repeated thrice. So if the whole data set consists of m number of dimensions, then
the number of smaller sets = m/30 * 3.For example, if the total number of dimensions
is 90 the number of small sets = 90/30 * 3 = 9 small sets that are fed in for the radial
visualization.
3.5.2 Shuﬄe for dimension orderings and visualize
After dividing the whole data set into the smaller sets of around 30 dimensions each
set is shuﬄed to change the positions of the dimensional axis. This is done multiple
times ranging from 5 to 10 in different rounds of this experiment. For instance, if
there are nine small sets with ten permutations of the same set we get 90 different
radial charts or in general terms m/30*3*10.
3.5.3 Score the dimensions and final elimination or selection of features
For each of these visualizations, the observations are noted. Microsoft Excel is
used for this purpose. The observation list consists of m columns (number of total
dimensions) and m/30*3*10 rows to note down the observations. If it is indecisive
for a dimension in a specific iteration, it is noted 0, if its pure blue it is positive 10
or if its pure red it is negative 10. But if its clear -divide it is 100. An Ideal feature
cannot be close to 0. Some blues have more positive multiples of 10, the number of
reds the more negative multiples of 10. If a certain dimension exhibits blues and red,
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it is bound to have values close to 0. However, such dimensions tend to exhibit clear
divide and so get picked up as potential features.
All the values having values nearer to 0 can be eliminated. After repeating the
process couple of times with the filtered attributes based on the initial number of
dimensions, the final list of features can be selected or can be used just for the
dimension reduction purpose. For dimension reduction, the least scored attributes
can be eliminated straight away.
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4. VISUAL FEATURE SELECTION
This chapter explains the different approaches that are experimented. Before dis-
cussing the different approaches, it is essential to understand the other possible brute
force approaches. One of the approaches that might seem like an attractive option is
to combine all the fake reviews into one enormous chunk of fake review text and the
combining all the genuine reviews into one large piece of genuine review text. These
reviews are then preprocessed through LIWC that outputs data with two records and
default 93 dimensions. The visual feature selection process would not make much
sense because the resulting features would only be the top dimensions that have the
higher variance of the values for both fake and genuine. This process is like picking
the attributes that have the most differing values, which can be proofed with some
observations in the following chapter.
4.1 Approach1, Identification of best features
The initial approach is to follow the theoretical assumptions explained in the pre-
vious section and use that to pick the possible features. Approach1 aims at observing
the trends like pure color hues and clear divides to score and rank each dimension.
After several rounds of observations and iterations, the final score for each dimension
is calculated. Based on the rankings gained by each of the dimension and certain
threshold, the final features are selected. The focus of this approach is to choose the
best attributes i.e.; observations are made with the only aim of picking the attributes
or dimensions that most fit the constraints of an ideal feature.
After preprocessing of the data through LIWC, the visual feature selection process
is done. The total data consists of 1600 records. 1400 records are selected initially for
the training purpose. The total number attributes are divided by 30 to get smaller
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sets of data attributes. As explained in the section 3.5.1, there will be around m/30*3
small subsets of data attributes, where m is the total number of dimensions in that
experiment. 1400 records are split into random subsets ensuring there is a good
shuﬄe for dimensions’ grouping. The subsets are shuﬄed individually for ensuring
the dimension order and are visualized over the radial chart. The observations involve
scoring each dimension based on how ideal the dimension is for that observation. As
the behavior of a dimension is bound to change in the presence or absence of other
dimensions a higher number of observations would yield in higher accuracy. This
approach involves observing almost all the dimensions to see if it falls under the ideal
feature category.
4.2 Approach2, Elimination of worst features
Approach2, unlike the approach1, focuses on eliminating obviously hard to ana-
lyze dimensions. Approach2 is an easier process compared to approach1 as it is less
straining on the user. All the user needs to do is just select the dimensions in every
iteration that seem to be of no value in the visualization. With every selection made,
the score of the dimension keeps increasing. In the final scoring, the dimensions with
more number of scores are the ones that are selected the most number of times as
indecisive. Hence those dimensions are eliminated.
4.3 Extension of Dimensions
The default output of LIWC has 93 categories, which has its group of keywords
in it. But since in practical cases, we may want to extend these categories to our
defined set of categories with keywords, there is an option provided by LIWC for
this purpose. This functionality helps define user defined dictionaries to add as many
numbers of categories as possible. Thereby extending the dimensions. In this work,
a dictionary of nearly 100 attributes or dimensions is created, increasing the total
dimensions to around 200.
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Initial experiments are conducted on the default LIWC 93 dimensions. These 93
attributes are categories that aid in the psychological analysis of the reviews and are
themselves a best-reduced set of features. Since our experiment is to prove that our
proposed visualization techniques help in the process of feature selection for classi-
fication purpose, it makes more sense to experiment with the more diluted set of
attributes than on the default 93 attributes that are already best-proved feature set.
It was important to experiment on the best 93 attributes to explore the difficulty
levels.
LIWC provides functionality to create our dictionary with our categories. For this
purpose, some least popular categories among the default 93 categories are picked,
and the words that fall under that category are each given a category in the user
defined dictionary. In this way, the initial 93 attributes could be increased to 200
with the addition of these extra categories.
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5. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS, AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Experiments
5.1.1 Approach1
Approach1 is performed on 1400 records that consist of 93 dimensions each. The 93
columns are the default output of LIWC. The data consists of normalized attributes
values of corresponding to the LIWC output of the reviews. The remaining 1200
reviews are left aside purely as a test set. This experiment involves all the four
steps as discussed in section 3.5. Approach1 being the very first experiment it helps
exploring the technique and its observations. Approach1 is repeated thrice with all
the four steps. Shuﬄe and pick, shuﬄe and order, score the dimensions, final ranking
of attributes.
5.1.2 Approach2
Approach2 which focuses on dimension reduction through worst attributes elimi-
nation is performed on both 93 dimensions and 200 dimensions.
• On 93 dimensions: The same four steps are performed on the 93 attributes of
1400 records.
• On 200 dimensions: The same four steps are performed on the 200 dimensions
with 1400 records.
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5.2 Results
5.2.1 Approach1
Iteration1
The 93 attributes are divided into three sets displaying nearly 30 attributes at
any given point on the radial chart. Each round has different dimension ordering per-
mutations of the selected dimensions. Roughly around ten rounds and three shuﬄes
for different combinations of these dimensions are performed. Total plots of obser-
vations for this experiment are around 90. The primary intention of this iteration is
to observe the behavior of the attributes on the radial charts. The attributes that
have a better purity in colors are considered important in our work, which resulted in
selecting almost 80% of the attributes, and the selected 80% had even lower efficiency
than the first 93 attributes. This iteration has been exploratory.
Key Leanings :
1. The order of the dimensions’ matter: A dimension which looked redder might
not be likely to appear with same purity in color for other combinations or per-
mutations of the dimensions and a dimension that might have seemed colorless
might be appearing with a prominent one in the next order.
2. The combination of the dimensions’ matter: A dimension which has a significant
shape plotted on the graph might not have an obvious one in combination with
other dimensions. And a dimension might seem to appear one color might
appear as another color in combination with other dimensions.
3. The color patterns matter: If the observation is obviously blue or red, that
dimension may be considered valuable. In some cases, the dimension has an
apparent transformation from one color to the other. The lower part might be
prominently one color while the upper part is prominently another. In some
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other dimension ordering or combination, a dimension might reveal a clear di-
vide in the two colors.
Iteration2
Observations based on the key learnings from iteration1 are applied during the
feature selection process. Could pick up to 49 attributes with an efficiency of 68.375%
in LibSVM Weka.
Iteration3
Picked 52 features with a classification efficiency of 71.875% in LibSVM Weka.
5.2.2 Approach2
On 93 Dimensions
Approach2 primarily focuses on dimension reduction through the elimination of
apparently worst dimensions. This experiment is to explore if elimination of worst
instead of the selection of best features could work. Iteration1 could reduce the 93
attributes to 80 attributes with an efficiency of 76.25% achieved, best so far. Iteration2
could reduce the 93 to 68 attributes with an efficiency of 75.833%.
On 200 Dimensions
The number of dimensions is increased to 200 by adding some more keywords that
might individually not have a significant impact on the classification process. The
primary 93 attributes are supposed to be the best attributes produced by the LIWC.
As a result, the difference in the different set of attributes efficiencies is more or less
the same. The primary 93 attributes are diluted by adding 100 other attributes which
are keywords, unlike the 93 primary attributes that are more categorical.
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LIWC has an option of creating user-defined dictionaries. The original 93 dimen-
sions are the categories that have some words under each category. The additional
set of 100 dimensions include the words that are categorized under the least popular
categories. The efficiency is 70.75% for all the 200 dimensions included. Iteration1
could reduce the number of attributes to 106 from 200, and the efficiency of the clas-
sification increased to 76.75%, which is same as that of the features selected from
Information Gain feature selection method on 200 attributes.
5.3 Analysis
This work, as mentioned earlier, aims to explore the possibility of visual feature
selection. Hence in this section, analysis and learning from different outcomes of the
experiments performed are discussed.
Figure 5.3 is a table of 93 default LIWC attributes and the features selected from
the different approaches and iterations. Figure 5.4 is a visual presentation of the
results of various outcomes. To show how the initial 93 LIWC attributes are them-
selves close to being the best features, different comparisons are drawn. For example
All Attributes Minus Info Gain column is the resultant set of all 93 attributes minus
the features selected from Information Gain (InfoGain) feature selection method in
Weka, which has given the worst percentage thus far of LibSVM classification result-
ing in 67% with 63 number of features. The InfoGain in Weka method has picked
29 attributes which have given the LibSVM classification accuracy of 74.84% which
is ideally our benchmark to compare our results to.93 Attributes Included column is
the result of running the LibSVM classification with all the 93 attributes included
which is 76%, even better than that of InfoGain result. XXX attributes column is
the LibSVM Weka classification accuracy results of the features proved best by [21],
which are selected from several mining and analysis methods, which has also given
the accuracy of 76% equaling the result of all the 93 attributes included, with only
26 features, by far the best result.
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As presented in figure 5.4, the Approach1 used for picking the best features could
take up the results from 67% to 71.88% in the iteration2 confirming the possibility of
visually identifying the best features. However, not being able to equal the accuracy
results gained by InfoGain point out that this approach is not satisfactory, at least
with our current visualization technique. It can also be observed that the number of
features being selected matter in improving the accuracy, as in iteration1 of approach1
the number of attributes picked are only 49, while in the iteration2 the number is 52
with a difference of 3.8% in the accuracy.
Approach 2 is apparently successful in getting an improved efficiency over InfoGain
accuracy. Though in the iteration1 the accuracy enhanced by only a small amount,
it is still significant in our case due to the nature of our data. Even better is with the
iteration2, in which we could gain the best accuracy by far, of 76.62%, 2 percent more
than that of InfoGain. This approach is promising as it could even achieve improved
results even in comparison to some of the best research methods. The XXX attributes
results re-assure this.
Figure 5.5 is the table presenting all the 200 attributes and the features selected
in different experiments. In this experiment, all our approaches showed promising
results. 200Attributes column in figure 5.6 shows the LibSVM Weka classification
results of all the 200 attributes included, which is 70.25%. InfoGainOn200Attributes
column presents the LibSVM Weka classification result of Weka InfoGain feature
selection method which led to 79% of accuracy with 31 features.
Approach2 could significantly reduce the number of dimensions from 200 to 106
with an overall improvement in the LibSVM Weka classification accuracy of 76.75%,
which is an improvement from 70.25% with all the 200 attributes included. However,
since the InfoGain on 200 attributes is 79%, it surely needed another round of itera-
tion, but eliminating some more attributes might risk, the elimination of a few best
attributes. Hence, performed Weka InfoGain feature selection process for the selected
106 features. The result presented by the InfoGainOn106Attributes column is 79%
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same as the original InfoGain on 200 attributes but with reduced number of features
27, as compared to 31 attributes picked by the initial InfoGain.
Fig. 5.1. Selected features from experiments on the 93 attributes
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Fig. 5.2. Brute force approach demonstration
5.3.1 Key findings in a nutshell
a. Brute force approach doesn’t need visualization
All the fake reviews are combined into one sizable chunk of Fake review text
and all the genuine reviews into one big piece of Genuine review text. These two
texts are preprocessed by running through the LIWC and normalizing. The resultant
output is data with only two records and default 93 dimensions. The visual feature
selection process involves picking the dimensions with pure colors or eliminating the
ones which are impure. Since there are only two rows, each represented by blue and
red color, there are just peaks of pure colored dimensions that can be picked making
the visualization look very simple and easy to pick the dimensions as shown in figure
5.1.
The rounded dimensions are the ones that are marked for scoring in that partic-
ular iteration.As mentioned in section 4 this approach is nothing more than selecting
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Fig. 5.3. Selected features from experiments on the 93 attributes
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(a) Number of Attributes
(b) Weka LibSVM Accuracy
Fig. 5.4. Results of experiments on 93 attributes
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Fig. 5.5. Selected features from experiments on the 200 attributes
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(a) Number of Attributes
(b) WekaLibSVM Accuracy
Fig. 5.6. Results of experiments on 200 attributes
the dimensions whose values differ a lot in the two categories. In figure 5.2 the di-
mensions are arranged in the descending order from higher difference values to lower
difference values. In the figure 5.2 the columns BruteForceIter1 and BruteForceIter2
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the colored cells are the ones selected through visual feature selection for this brute
force. Evidently, the features selected through visual features selection and the at-
tributes presented in figure 5.2 confirm that simple mathematical approach makes no
sense. The result of the first iterations is 74.53% with 26 attributes, while the second
iteration is 72.86% with 17 attributes selected.
Although this has a higher efficiency rate than that of the approach1, it does not
make sense to visualize this data, as the text reviews are a lot more complicated
than mere average or combined higher differing dimensions. Each of the reviews is
a unique text written by different individuals, which makes more sense to study the
single review structure like done in our approach1 and approach2. The whole idea to
present the reviews in a visualization is to be able to achieve the involvement of each
review structure.
b. Pros and cons of Approach1
1. Though Approach1 could help pick most the best attributes it could also elimi-
nate some, a reason attributed to the fact that, users tend to get confused while
picking the best features in this visual technique. The values of such dimensions
are concentrated revealing confusing impure colors.
2. This can be overcome by ensuring that every dimension especially the ones not
manifesting obvious color purity or patterns are observed in several possible
groupings and orderings to lower the risk of elimination of potential features.
3. Approach1 takes more time and is also more stressful from the user point of
view because of the number of observations and time taken to observe each
dimension in every visualization.
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c. Approach2
1. Approach2 has helped us in reaching best results so far. On 93 attributes the
approach2 could achieve higher classification accuracy. On the 200 attributes,
approach2 could improve the accuracy of the initial 200 dimensions included,
reducing the number of dimensions to nearly half and with automatic feature
selection process on the reduced set of dimensions could perform even better,
with the least number of features yet, in this experiment.
2. This approach is easier from the user point of view, as it does not involve
observation of each dimension. Only the dimensions that are obviously useless
are eliminated.
d. Noteworthy points
1. In either approach, there is no threshold on how many features are to be selected
or eliminated. Since visual feature selection is about the perception of the user,
it is recommended to eliminate the obviously less useful than pushing too hard
to eliminate more.
2. The nature of the dimensions impact the visual feature selection process. Ex-
perimenting with the 93 attributes and 200 attributes is an example for this. As
the 93 attributes already represent best attributes the visual feature selection
process on them was not efficient nor secure. But for the 200 attributes, which
are much more diluted, the process was very efficient as well as secure.
3. This work has no particular threshold value on the number of shuﬄes for di-
mension orders nor on the number of iterations for dimension groupings.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
For some applications, visual feature detection is preferred as human expertise is
valuable or even necessary in interpreting the potential features (e.g. in medical
diagnosis). This thesis shows that with a carefully designed visual representation,
visual feature detection can be as effective as the best automatic feature detection
methods. Gold standard on-line fake reviews and genuine reviews obtained from
[21] Are used to explore feature selection for classification through the presented
approaches. The statistical, data mining algorithms are often used to select the best
features that contribute to the classification purpose. However, from this work, it is
evident that visual feature detection can be as effective as the best automatic feature
detection methods, though it cannot completely replace the statistical, mathematical
or mining algorithms. This work presents different approaches of visualizing the on-
line reviews with the failure and success cases.
Main contributions in this work are:
1. The visualization technique: The concept and implementation of visual feature
selection by presenting in a radial format through radial color overlaps. 2. Application
of the technique to online review classification: Giving structure to the text reviews,
applying the visualization technique for the best feature selection. 3. Demonstrated
that visualization technique is at least as powerful as the automated feature selection
methods.
The implementation of visualization using radial chart and color blending to give
a structure to on-line reviews to help in the feature selection process has been ex-
ploratory and could present some key observations and results. Overall, it is evident
from this work that manual intervention through visualization during the classifica-
tion process is promising, though it cannot replace the statistical, mathematical or
mining algorithms. In this work, we could prove that visual feature selection is at
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least as powerful as the best automatic feature selection methods. From this study,
the following conclusions are drawn:
1. The ordering of the dimensions has a significant impact on the best feature
selection i.e.; dimensions behave differently in combination with different dimensions
2. As the number of shuﬄing for the dimensions increase, the more accurate the
observations can be.
3. At most 30 dimensions look better on screen for visualizing in this technique
at any given point in time.
4. The color combinations to represent the categories have a significant impact.
5. The saturation levels for the color blending also plays a key role.
6. The best feature selection is difficult, as the purity or impurity or colors for a
specific dimension gets challenging to our eyes and hence cannot easily differentiate
the slight changes in the color nuances.
7. The elimination of the worst dimensions is much easier, as it is not very
challenging to our eyes. Users tend to eliminate the most useless dimensions easily
than picking the best as the colors in the worst dimensions are not too concentrated
or confusing.
8. Visualization can be used best for dimension reduction than to pick the best.
9. Brute force approach for feature selection is explored by combining all the fake
and genuine reviews as one big review each and attempted to select the top differing
features. It is evident from our experiments that classification is more complex than
mere brute force approaches for feature selection.
10. The fact that brute force approach cannot work is also attributed to the fact
that each review is unique in style as they are written by different users and hence
combining all of them would not give a holistic analysis of individual reviews.
This visualization uses the D3.js radial chart and the natural color blending when
two or more translucent colors overlap. The following areas can be studied to impro-
vise this work:
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1. This work uses natural color mixing available in D3.js; it would make more
sense to explore better color blending approaches so that can improve the purity and
impurity color perception of users and in turn give better results.
2. The random picking off 30 dimensions in one visualization, shuﬄing and dimen-
sion ordering are done manually using the Excel and D3.js. This can be automated
for better usability.
3. The feature ranking process is also done manually using MS Excel. An auto-
mated approach may be built.
4. The best color combination for the categories can be further studied.
5. The number of permutations of 30 dimensions is beyond the number of group-
ings taken into consideration in this work. The threshold for the minimum number
of permutations can be further studied.
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